Meetings & Milestones

• **This Week:**
  • Continue Installing Area A, B and C Roof Decking
  • Continue Installing Area A
  • Continue Installing Area A and B Roof Joist
  • Complete Stair 2 Erection
  • Continue Installing Bent Plate
  • Column isolation Electrical Stub-Ups
  • Place Stair 2 Concrete

• **Subcontractor Meeting**
  • 07/23/19 at 10:00AM

• **Monthly State Meeting**
  • 07/23/19 at 1:30PM
Meetings & Milestones

• **Next Week:**
  • Grout Base Plates
  • Begin Level 2 Elevated Slab Prep
  • Complete Level 2 Elevated Slab Prep
  • Pour Level 2 Elevated Slab
  • Begin Level 3 Elevated Slab Prep
  • Continue Roof Decking
  • Continue Miscellaneous Steel Installation

• Subcontractor Meeting
  • 07/30/19 at 10:00AM

• OACG Meeting
  • 07/30/19 at 1:30PM
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Conclusion of Weekly Update 07/26/2019